
Eyes on the Father

It does us twice as much good to think about God
as it does to think about anyone or anything else.
God wants us to begin and end our prayers thinking of
him. The more we focus up there, the more
inspired we are down here.
 
Magnify. When you magnify an object, you enlarge
it so that you can understand it. When we magnify
God, we do the same. We enlarge our awareness of
him so we can understand him more. This is
exactly what happens when we worship—we take
our minds off ourselves and set them on God. The
emphasis is on him.

Magnify the Lord in Prayer
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I love the way the final phrase of the Lord’s
Prayer is translated in The Message (Matt. 6:13):
 

You’re in charge!
You can do anything you want!
You’re ablaze in beauty!

Yes. Yes. Yes.
 
Could it be any simpler? God is in charge! This
concept is not foreign to us. When the restaurant
waiter brings you a cold hamburger and a hot
soda, you want to know who is in charge. When a
young fellow wants to impress his girlfriend, he
takes her down to the convenience store where he
works and boasts, “Every night from five to ten
o’clock, I’m in charge.” We know what it means to
be in charge of a restaurant or a store. But to be in
charge of the universe? This is the claim of Jesus.
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God raised him from death and set him on a
throne in deep heaven, in charge of running the
universe, everything from galaxies to governments,
no name and no power exempt from his
rule. And not just for the time being, but forever.
He is in charge of it all, has the final word on
everything. At the center of all this, Christ rules
the church. (Eph. 1:20–22 MSG, emphasis mine)

 
There are many examples of Jesus’ authority,
but I’ll just mention one of my favorites. Jesus and
the disciples are in a boat crossing the Sea of
Galilee. A storm arises suddenly, and what was
placid becomes violent—monstrous waves rise out
of the sea and slap the boat. Mark describes it
clearly: “A furious squall came up, and the waves
broke over the boat, so that it was nearly
swamped” (Mark 4:37 NIV).
 
It’s very important that you get an accurate
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picture, so I’m going to ask you to imagine yourself in
the boat. It’s a sturdy vessel but no match
for these ten-foot waves. It plunges nose first into
the wall of water. The force of the waves dangerously
tips the boat until the bow seems to be
pointing straight at the sky. And just when you
fear flipping over backward, the vessel pitches
forward into the valley of another wave. A dozen
sets of hands join yours in clutching the mast. All
your shipmates have wet heads and wide eyes.
You tune your ear for a calming voice, but all you
hear are screams and prayers. All of a sudden it
hits you—someone is missing. Where is Jesus?
He’s not at the mast. He’s not grabbing the edge
either. Where is he? Then you hear something—a
noise . . . a displaced sound . . . as if someone is
snoring. You turn and look, and there curled in
the stern of the boat is Jesus, sleeping!
 
You don’t know whether to be amazed or angry
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so you’re both. How can he sleep at a time like
this? Or as the disciples asked, “Teacher, don’t you
care if we drown?” (Mark 4:38 NIV).
 
The very storm that made the disciples panic
made him drowsy. What put fear in their eyes put
him to sleep. The boat was a tomb to the followers and
a cradle to Christ. How could he sleep
through the storm? Simple—he was in charge of it.
 

He got up, rebuked the wind and said to the waves,
“Quiet! Be still!” Then the wind died down and it
was completely calm. He said to his disciples,
“Why are you so afraid? Do you still have no
faith?” (Mark 4:39–40 NIV)

 
Incredible. He doesn’t chant a mantra or wave
a wand. No angels are called; no help is needed.
The raging water becomes a stilled sea, instantly.
Immediate calm. Not a ripple. Not a drop. Not a
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gust. In a moment the sea goes from a churning
torrent to a peaceful pond. The reaction of the
disciples? Read it in verse 41: “They were in absolute
awe, staggered. ‘Who is this, anyway?’ they asked.
‘Wind and sea at his beck and call!’” (MSG).
 
They’d never met a man like this. The waves
were his subjects, and the winds were his servants.
And that was just the beginning of what his sea
mates would witness. Before it was over, they
would see fish jump into the boat, demons dive
into pigs, cripples turn into dancers, and cadavers
turn into living, breathing people. “He even gives
orders to evil spirits and they obey him,” the
people proclaimed (Mark 1:27 NIV).
 
Is it any wonder the disciples were willing to die
for Jesus? Never had they seen such power; never
had they seen such glory. It was like—well, like the
whole universe was his kingdom. You wouldn’t
have needed to explain this verse to them; they
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knew what it meant: “For thine is the kingdom, and
the power, and the glory, for ever” (Matt. 6:13 KJV).
 
In fact, it was two of these rescued fishermen
who would declare his authority most clearly.
Listen to John: “Greater is he that is in you, than
he that is in the world” (1 John 4:4 KJV). Listen to
Peter: “Jesus has gone into heaven and is at God’s
right side ruling over angels, authorities, and powers” (1
Pet. 3:22).
 
It’s only right that they declare his authority. It’s
only right that we do the same. And when we do,
we state without question: the ruler of the universe
rules our hearts.
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Do it again, Lord
A prayer for these tough times



Dear Lord,
 
We're still hoping we'll wake up. We're still hoping we'll
open a sleepy eye and think, What a horrible dream.
How could this have happened?
Just a moment ago moms were packing school lunches. 
 Just a moment ago chefs were planning the day’s menu.  
Just a moment ago arenas were noisy, brides were
walking down the aisle, and neighbors were discussing
the weather.
 
In just a moment, everything changed.  A phantom
disease invaded our peace, our plans, and our security. 
 In a heartbeat our language and behaviors were
upended.  Even young children understand the term
“social distancing,” “quarantine,”  and “Covid-19.” 
 Grandma isn’t allowed visitors in her nursing home.
Workers are telecommuting, zooming, and skyping in
their baseball caps and slippers. Handshakes and hugs
have been put on indefinite hold. 
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This strange season has introduced a level of fear we
haven’t seen since 9/11.  Fear of what might come. Fear
of touching. Fear of exposure. Fear of what we can’t see.
We are anxious, Father. And so we come to you. We
don't ask you for help; we beg you for it. We don't
request; we implore. We know what you can do. We've
read the accounts. We've pondered the stories and now
we plead, “Do it again, Lord. Do it again.”
 
Remember Joseph? You rescued him from the pit. You
can do the same for us. Do it again, Lord.
 
Remember the Hebrews in Egypt? You protected their
children from the angel of death. We have children, too,
Lord. Do it again.
 
And Sarah? Remember her prayers? You heard them.
Joshua? Remember his fears? You inspired him. The
women at the tomb? You resurrected their hope. The
doubts of Thomas? You took them away. Do it again,
Lord. Do it again.
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You saw it. But you did not waver, O Lord. You did not
waver. After your Son’s three days in a dark hole, you
rolled the rock and rumbled the earth and turned the
darkest Friday into the brightest Sunday. Do it again,
Lord. Grant us another Easter.
 
We thank you, dear Father, for these hours of unity.
Selfless acts of service and kindness warm our hearts.
Strangers see opportunities to share with others. Our
medical warriors are working together, at personal risk,
to care for the rest of us. We thank you for their
remarkable commitment. 
 
And we see the world turning to you, Father.  People
encouraging people with scriptures and reminders of
your sovereignty. We read posts urging us to respect
each other, care for each other, and look up. We confess
we have been anxious, but because of you, we have hope.
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We ask, Father: let your mercy be upon all who suffer.  
Grant to those who lead us wisdom beyond their years
and experience.  Have mercy upon the souls who have
been hurt by this disease. Give us grace to help each
other and faith that we might believe.
 
And look kindly upon your church. For two thousand
years you've used her to heal a hurting world.
 
Do it again, Lord. Do it again.
 
Through Christ, Amen..
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